
   

 

Ron Lovell 

873 Blake Street 

Santa Maria, Ca 93455 

805-598-2846 

 

Dear Customer, 

 

We have hosted your website for many years, and wanted to give you an update on what has been happening 

over the past few years regarding your Internet presence or web site. This information is a bit boring and 

technical, but you need to know how the Internet has evolved to take advantage of your web site since your 

competitors are currently making changes. 

 

Most of our websites have been custom, hand-coded sites that relied on strict, static HTML (probably your web 

site). As technology and user interfacing has advanced, it became possible to produce a web site using advanced 

coding that took into account the device that was being used by the customer. Mobile phones and tablets use a 

different browser and display that made static HTML sites difficult to. Today, once the user types in or clicks on a 

website, the browser (usually Google) can determine what device the end user is on. This is called “responsive” 

or mobile technology. Google and other browsers reward web sites that are responsive, ranking them higher. We 

used WordPress for “responsive” site design for a few years, which utilizes CMS or Content Management 

Systems, but this platform has increasingly become prone to hacking and virus/malware since it resides on a 

private server.  

 

We are now in the process of migrating ALL of our current and future customers to a platform that is 100% 

responsive and resides on a secure server. Take a look at sites we manage that have made the transition: 

 

Santa Maria Grills: new site - https://www.santamariagrills.com Original site - http://sixblade.com/BBQ  

 

Molly’s Pix new site - https://www.mollyspix.com Original site - http://sixblade.com/mollyspix 

 

Cleaning Supply Warehouse: New site - https://www.sudsvendor.com Original site - 

http://sixblade.com/sudsvendor/index.htm 

 

We have many more examples and encourage you to make the switch to a modern platform that looks great on 

desktop or mobile platforms. We can keep you with your current website with no problem, but in order to 

transition you to the newest technology would require about 5 hours to re-design your site (depending on the 

size), plus purchasing hosting on the new secure server. You are welcome to pay the attached invoice to keep 

your site the same, or give me a call/email to get a quote on a new, upgraded web site. If you have a WordPress 

site with us, it will be cancelled by December 31st for security reasons. 

 

Any questions, give me a call! 

 

Ron Lovell 
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